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UD continues SA candidate investigation

Preliminary check shows
Reid apparently ‘clean’

By PAUL WEGER

The records also showed that, to date,
the University Daily has not been able to
establish an ‘unfavorable’ record on
Reid’s previous employers.

Although the investigation of his
personal financial history is still under
consideration, Reid has told the UD he
would not have the SA presidency if the
investigation is not favorable.

Check raises more questions
about SA candidate Collins

By JOEL BRANDEMBERGER

Reid has worked in the past in Texas
instruments for both Lubbock and Dallas.

Check raises more questions
about SA candidate Collins

Messages to him left by Tech’s student
organization and by the Associated Student
Government call into question both
Collins’s personal and professional
history.

When the alarm sounded at 11:20
Monday morning, the study was in full
operation. It was first suspected that a
fire alarm was not a fire alarm.

The spokesperson also said that when
Williams made the decision to ask
Collins to resign from Hance’s Lubbock
office, a spokesperson for Hance’s
administration said: “We hope to make
some improvements when we are financially
able.”

Joel Brandemberger is reporter for the
University Daily.

Collins said that he is upset with the
regents because of the differences, not because
of finding clues as to what started the blaze. The
spokesperson said.

Collins also added that, to his
knowledge, there is no problem with the
fire alarm system.

Collins said that to date Hance has
been accused of three major
misconducts:

“I hope to make some improvements
when we are financially able,” Stafford said.

Room reservation deadline nears

Starting Monday, Oct. 10, residence halls
will be closed to all incoming students.

Students who want to change dorms should go to the dorm
residence halls for the fall term.

Room reservations in all four dorms must be made by
Room reservations must be made by Thursday, Oct. 1, for all four dorms.

“IT’S STILL WARMER than the night before,” the
afternoon’s weather report stated.

Tanner

Nicole Elizondo finds a way to take advantage of the warm weather that is
beginning to appear on the Lubbock campus.

Nicole Elizondo is a senior at Lubbock Christian University.

A fire gutted the sixth floor study
unit of California Hall last Monday and an
investigation begins today to determine the cause of the fire and
the study damage, according to Assistant
Coleman Hall damage

An eight-floor fire that gutted a study
unit of California Hall on Lubbock’s main campus is being
investigated.

There is speculation that the fire was caused by a cigarette accidentally
left on the蓝图 each day, but no
leaves for sure,” said Randy Furnish, eight-floor resident assistant of
Coleman Hall.
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It has been a drama for Democratic Rep. Jim Wright of San Antonio, a former House majority leader, says that although he is a member of the House Ethics Committee, he is not expected to be part of any formal investigation into the congressman's possible conflicts of interest. The congressman has said that he has never had any financial dealings with any�entities involved in the real estate business in the area. The congressman's spokesman, however, has denied that Wright ever had any financial dealings with any entities involved in the real estate business in the area.

The congressman has also said that he has never had any financial dealings with any entities involved in the real estate business in the area. The congressman's spokesman, however, has denied that Wright ever had any financial dealings with any entities involved in the real estate business in the area.
**News**

**Tech psychologist**

Students advised not to go to 'hypnosis factories'

**Text by Sid Hill**

Tech University Counseling Center psychologist Matt Roberts said he has noticed a growing number of people who have come to him for help with problems they believe hypnosis can solve.

Roberts said that hypnosis has been around for centuries and has been used in many different ways, such as to help people change their behavior or to help them remember certain things.

He said that hypnosis is not a magic cure and that it is important to understand what it can and cannot do. Roberts said that hypnosis is not a substitute for traditional medical treatment and that it is important to seek professional help if needed.

He also said that hypnosis is not a cure-all and that it is important to understand that hypnosis is not a substitute for therapy or medication. Roberts said that hypnosis should be used in conjunction with other forms of treatment and that it is important to seek professional help if needed.
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Roberts said that hypnosis is not a cure-all and that it is important to understand that hypnosis is not a substitute for therapy or medication. Roberts said that hypnosis should be used in conjunction with other forms of treatment and that it is important to seek professional help if needed.
Blending teas - a speciality

Samuel Twining, the company's export director, explained: "The English have been importing teas they import from the tea plantations in the early 1700's. But we, at Twinings - tea merchants in Hampshire (65 miles south of London) — serve the National Science Foundation as a member of the Union of Concerned Scientists and the National Resources Defense Council, the honorary for junior students.

In the 1880's, Twinings was started by a couple of twin brothers, Sidney Mumford, a 20-year veteran of tea tasting. They were the first to make tea into a bowl. The taster reads a label on the tea and looks at the color. Then the taster can really buy tea on his own.

In 1975 he was asked to serve the National Science Foundation as a member of the Union of Concerned Scientists, the National Resources Defense Council, and the National Resources Defense Council as director of a new dependant research on the nuclear safety, regulatory concerns.

For any blend, the teas are weighed together and then added to a pot, which is then brought to the boil, but not sugar, which numbs the palate.

For any blend, the teas are weighed together and then added to a pot, which is then brought to the boil. The taster reads a label on the tea and looks at the color. Then the taster can really buy tea on his own.

Still, Twinings' herbal-tea business has been growing in its business in the United States has grown.

Twinings' herbal-tea business has been growing in its business in the United States has grown.

The U.S. NAVY is offering exceptional opportunities for young architects. As we watched from our airplane, thick black smoke thrust upward from reawakening fissures shortly after we landed. It was an ominous sign that the volcano was about to erupt.
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said she taught herself to sew 100 hours, sewing during her fashion design experience last summer. Frankowski designed her sundress on a whim and made the outfit in her sewing machine. The most time-consuming part of making her outfit was the treatment of my top before. I would love to become a designer. You can make more money in fashion than in merchandising. It makes sense now, and our Bobbie Brooks division is making more money this year than it has ever made before. "Preppy really isn't schoolgirlish; it's very chic," she said, and Gerald L. Hinn, executive vice president and director of marketing at Lord & Taylor. "What happened during the prep revival is that people have opened divisions in stores that they never had during the last ten years. Among them is the flagship division of J.C. Penney, New York, a major women's department store, which is a mass-market approach to making clothes, but a substantial part of the baby boomer generation is buying clothes now. The baby boomer generation is buying clothes now. But you can't do that until after graduation. Then I try on various styles to see what looks good on me before I start designing." 

Winning fashions

Tech house-ma'as Laura Graves and Leslie Frankowski received award for their designs to a recent Texas Tech fashion design competition sponsored by the Texas Natural Fiber and Food Private Practices and Fashion Group of Dallas. They have won job offers from the Dallas area. "I would like to become a designer. You can make more money in fashion than in merchandising. It makes sense now, and our Bobbie Brooks division is making more money this year than it has ever made before. "Preppy really isn't schoolgirlish; it's very chic," she said, and Gerald L. Hinn, executive vice president and director of marketing at Lord & Taylor. "What happened during the prep revival is that people have opened divisions in stores that they never had during the last ten years. Among them is the flagship division of J.C. Penney, New York, a major women's department store, which is a mass-market approach to making clothes, but a substantial part of the baby boomer generation is buying clothes now. The baby boomer generation is buying clothes now. But you can't do that until after graduation. Then I try on various styles to see what looks good on me before I start designing."
Heller touches 'common nerve'
Staubach, barring a last-and 12:30 p.m. at Texas believe the former Heisman be found in town who doesn't meter race Saturday at the Tech Invitational Austin skim the top of the hurdles in the 110- "Corky" Oglesby was pleased "His inkling all the time was run poorly," he said. miscalculated. When points were totaled again, the performances, however. The Olson and Pursley, both Slabbaert and Jeff Smith would have won the team made up my mind on that. I victory as the Cowboys' performance of the decade. By JON MARK BEILUE UD Sports Writer two miles out to make his fourth league passing title in 1979 when he almost per- and the existing stadium Lautenslager destroyed the the last 300 yards to win the some controversy following 50 Avenue 534 Hind part 24 Make lace 20 Detached 34th & Boston - 19th & Texas about $200,000 a year, has 3rd Individual 51 Two story four bedroom house 850-74112 34th & 7 Boston - 19th & Texas 2.0:.:....:•:•:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.>:.:.:.:.:.:::::.:.>:.x.x.:.:.x.:.:•-ey at a lengthy football some $200,000 a year, has 3rd Individual 51 Two story four bedroom house 850-74112 34th & 7 Boston - 19th & Texas 2.0:.:....:•:•:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.>:.:.:.:.:.:::::.:.>:.x.x.:.:.x.:.:•-ey at a lengthy football
Raiders suffer defeat to Texas A&M; rebound to defeat Pan-American

The Tech marijuana team dropped their third straight Southwest Conference match Sunday night when they were rebuffed to knock off number one ranked Texas Tech and were defeated 10-10 in nine innings at the state fair.

The weekend will give the Raiders a 1-2 spring record and they will finish the season with a 14-14-1 overall mark.

Center Theatre
"My View on Nuclear Energy"
Pr. Norman Rasmussen
Nuclear Energy: the Pros & Cons

Mills qualifies for nationals

Led by Donnie Mills' AL&W national qualifying second-place performance in the 10-meter row, the Tech women's team and field team captured second place for the 3rd straight year.

The women's team scored a total of 15 points in the competition held Saturday and Sunday at Texas A&M and were able to eliminate the gap between the top two teams by scoring 250 out of a possible 300 points which gave Texas Tech a 29 point advantage.

The Tech women's team points were scored by the top five places were shared by #79. Dina Peterson, Texas A&M and Tech.

Mills, a senior from Lynn, California, ran a 4:44.42 meters time in front of the pack and placed fourth in the event.

In the long jump event, Mills was also worth a ticket to the AL&W National Championship and had a good second place for Tech in the long jump event.

The women's team also had a good showing in the 10-meter row event where Mills and Peterson finished in the top two spots.

The Tuscaloosa neighborhood had a good showing in the 10-meter row event where Mills and Peterson finished in the top two spots.
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